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Executive Summary
CampusCash is an information and cryptocurrency ecosystem developed to meet the needs of
students as well as trainees and revolutionize the way they interact with their schools and the world
at large.
Universities today typically have a “cash card” or “campus card” that students use to make routine
purchases on campus (and sometimes at nearby retailers). This card doubles as an identification
card for a wide range of services, such as borrowing books from the library and enrolling in classes.
CampusCash aims to take this evolution one step further by moving the campus card concept from
a plastic card in the student’s wallet to an app on the student’s phone. Leveraging the powers of
the blockchain, the internet and (mobile) computing, CampusCash will simplify student life while
providing useful functions to enhance the university experience.
The core of the CampusCash ecosystem will be the CampusCash cryptocurrency (simply called
“CampusCash” or “CCASH”) and the CampusCash multifunctional mobile app, whose features will
include payment, communication, cryptostaking (earning CampusCash rewards) and educational
applications enabled by blockchain smart contracts. The CampusCash app will also incorporate an
identification feature so it can be used as an identification card.
Due to concerns of the enormous amounts of power that PoW consumers, CampusCash is intended
as a PoS coin. Initially, it will operate as a hybrid PoS/PoW coin for security purposes and switch to
PoS only once the staking community is adequately strong.
To facilitate the creation of the ecosystem, a CampusCash Ambassador Program will provide
structure to spread information about CampusCash by incentivizing university students with
rewards. We will publish an Ambassador guide and regulations for this. In addition, the
CampusCash Team will develop relations with educational institutions and retailers on and off the
campus toward a financial and informational ecosystem for the entire campus experience.
This LifePaper is a written statement of the intended goals and scope of the CampusCash Program.
This document is not a prospectus and should be considered as a tentative living informational
document intended to outline the conceptual framework and desired results of the CampusCash
Program. No statement herein should be construed as a promise or guarantee of any kind. Investing
in and the purchase of cryptocurrency is risky and may result in the loss of all funds.
CampusCash is not affiliated with CampusCoin in any way.

Introduction
Years ago, university cafeterias issued lunch cards that
students would show at the register. The lunch card had an
account number that the cashier would enter to deduct the
price of lunch from the student’s account. This lunch card has
gradually evolved today into the campus card, which can be
used to purchase other services and products on campus
such as laundry, printing documents and renting athletic
equipment, and even off campus at retailers connected to
the network.1 On some campuses, a card issued by a bank is
used in this manner.2
While advanced technologies are common and students are
acquiring twenty-first century skills to work in the current
century, a great deal of campus life continues to operate on
twentieth-century paradigms. Students today want advanced
technologies incorporated into their lives to facilitate everyday tasks such as:

•

Tuition and book payments

•

Athletics

•

Curriculum and syllabus posting

•

Micropayments

•

Social activities

•

Homework submission

•

Paying rent

•

The acquisition of information

•

Selling and bartering

•

Voting/ Elections

•

Holding tournaments

•

Storing important documents

•

Getting lesson assignments

•

Finding a tutor

We have planned many of these examples as applications in the app.

1

Three examples are the campus money cards at the University of Montana (https://tinyurl.com/y7lbxbc2), Carleton
University (https://tinyurl.com/y8han46s) and University of the Fraser Valley (https://tinyurl.com/y9odem86).
2 For example, the University of Colorado Boulder (https://tinyurl.com/y9lnfkfp).

Imagine evolving the campus card one step further, so that it can handle information,
communication and even campus club fundraising. Imagine a future in which the cash card could
help you find a tutor to get help on a class when you needed it. Imagine a future where the cash
card works on the blockchain with advanced cryptography for privacy and transparency. Imagine
that the cash card is not a card but an app that operates on a smartphone.

That future is arriving. Introducing CampusCash and the CampusCash Multifunction App.

Definitions
Campus Information
Whether still living at home or not, a young adult faces a completely new world when entering a
university. Those attending a university in a different region or country encounters many
uncertainties. While many educational institutions provide help in the forms of orientations,
brochures and an international student center, access to the information needed is not readily
available and the student may be forced to go to great lengths to get the information desired.

Tutoring
Finding a skilled tutor and receiving instruction is a common need for university students. Tutors
typically place ads in the school newspaper or post ads on various bulletin boards around campus
and in nearby coffee shops. The student desiring instruction must seek out such ads but has no way
of evaluating the skill of the tutor. These barriers make finding a good tutor difficult, and for the
student needing only a small amount of instruction
or help with a few issues, the barriers often
outweigh the need for instruction, harming both the
tutor—who loses work opportunities—and the
student—who misses educational opportunities.
In the CCash application it would be possible to seek
or offer help, so that a large circle of recipients can
be reached.

Document Storage and Retrieval
University administrations, professors and students
all have a need to store important documents in a
way that is secure but easily accessible. When an
alumnus requests a diploma or transcript, the
university must access the requested information,
notarize the document and mail it out. When a
professor wishes to return exams or results, class
time must be consumed, and in the case of a termfinal examination, it is generally not possible to return the examinations to students.
CCash's blockchain enables secure document retention and allows access with appropriate
approvals with the help of the application.

Payment Processing Charges
When payment is made with a conventional method, such as a credit card or PayPal, a large
processing fee is charged, enriching the financial sector at the expense of the users, and the
processing fee is ultimately charged to the end user. That is, universities charge higher tuition and
higher book prices because they must pay credit card processing fees, and thus students and their
parents are forced to support credit card companies and banks even if they do not use a credit
card.

Micropayments
When a small amount of money is paid with a credit card, the processing fee may be a high
percentage of the payment, making such a payment method prohibitively expensive. In addition,
there are instances where friends wish to send each other money but lack a checking account and
therefore must resort to cash, which is burdensome.

Requirements
Parents who provide their child with money want to ensure the money is being spent in a
responsible manner. With the wide range of locations campus cards can be used at, there is no
guarantee that the money is being used for tuition and books.

Signatures
For certain official procedures, such as the signing of a sports contract or a loan, notarization and
identification are required. After the signing, documents must be copied and stored in locations to
ensure the validity of the signatures and notarization.

Fundraising
Non-profit organizations, such as university clubs and drama programs, must collect and manage
donations to survive. Unfortunately, tracking donations and the flow of money entails many
problems. In addition, putting out a call for donations requires a great deal of effort.

Leisure
College students are making friends and exploring ways of socializing. Friendly competitions,
fantasy sports and tournaments are excellent ways to promote friendship while challenging yourself
with various physical and mental endeavors. The implementation of such a get-together, however,
is filled with problems, such as physically getting people to gather, managing the tasks to perform,
and keeping score.

Voting
Since at least 2500 years ago when the ancient Athenian citizens gathered in the ecclesia to decide
on legislative matters and elect officials, democratic societies have decided matters by a majority

vote. Problems arose from the beginning, such as that citizens had to physically attend the ecclesia,
the count of hands in a vote was difficult when it grew dark and that recounts could be demanded.
To this day, problems of voter identification to prevent illegal or double-voting, transparency in
tallying votes and ballot access remain in democratic societies. In addition, voting systems beyond
the simple majority vote, such as plurality and two-round voting methods, are useful but difficult to
implement. For voting to be smooth and trusting, a transparent electoral system is needed in which
results cannot be faked. Applications on the blockchain such as CampusCash make this possible.

Loyalty Rewards and Retailer Promotions
A common loyalty program in the United States is a coffee shop giving customers a free drink after
they purchase nine drinks. This builds loyalty in customers, who enjoy watching their loyalty points
grow, and increases profits for coffee shops, which benefit from steady customer business.
Similarly, supermarkets offer discounts on products to customers who provide their loyalty card in a
way similar to coupons but without the need to physically clip (cut out) the coupons. Despite these
advantages, consumers find themselves burdened with a large number of loyalty cards, which are
often made of plastic. Also, retailers using a stamp or hole-punch system to indicate loyalty points
may lose money to customers who fraudulently give themselves points.

Classified Advertisements
Although university newspapers continue to run classified advertisements (want ads, job ads and
the like), the era of widespread newspaper advertising is long over. In 1996, Craigslist went on the
world wide web and today serves more than 70 countries in multiple languages. To allow
anonymity, Craigslist allows sellers and buyers to communicate via a Craigslist email address
without disclosing personal emails. In addition, a bartering section caters to the growing bartering
movement. Nevertheless, there is no rating system to guide users on whether sellers and buyers
are trustworthy.

CampusCash Program

Solution
The CampusCash Program aims to create a socioeconomic ecosystem that solves the problems
mentioned above with the CampusCash cryptocurrency and the CampusCash multifunction app.
The CampusCash Ecosystem

Universities
Tutors

Retailers

CampusCash

Students

CC TIPs

Service provider

Campus clubs
Multifunction app

Apprentices

Marketplace
Websites

The adoption of CampusCash on and around the campus will provide many benefits to users,
including a better flow of information, extremely low payment processing fees, transparency in
transactions and document storage. The multifunction app will provide many other tools for users
to solve problems such as those outlined above.
The CampusCash app will make it possible to easily find and provide information about campuses
and schools, as well as to find tutors on a one-time or on-going basis. Professors will be able to post
class information, such as homework assignments. The app will make it possible to store and
retrieve data, so that diplomas, certificates, and other important documents can be stored
permanently and securely. The processing fee for a payment transaction, regardless of the size, will
be extremely low, making it beneficial even for micropayments. Smart contract functionality will
provide extended capabilities. Fundraising, for example, is simplified and made more secure, as it
will be easy to set up and track funds. Leisure activities will be facilitated through hyperlocal
communication.

The CampusCash app will make it possible to set up and run procedures requiring votes and will
provide transparency with the power of the blockchain.
Retailers will be able to provide loyalty rewards and run promotions efficiently.
A marketplace and bartering
center will help students
seeking to buy or sell, and
those desiring to forego cash
in the growing bartering
movement.
The Ambassador Marketing
Program will target university
representatives
(“Ambassadors”), providing
them with tools and
CampusCash incentives to
generate excitement and
spread the ecosystem. The guidelines and strategies will be found in the Ambassador Guide and the
Code of Conduct. Early adopters will be granted free CampusCash in the CampusCash app, such as
for downloading the app or creating a tournament in the app. Starting as a community project,
CampusCash will promote the growth and acceptance of blockchain technology to simplify living.
The potential improvements of using a cryptocurrency, blockchain technology and an integrated
multifunction app within the campus ecosystem are unlimited.
CampusCash will set up a company to create legal foundations with schools and universities,
according to the student links.

CampusCash Wallets
The CampusCash wallet will come in five types: Android, iPhone, Windows, Linux, and MacOS.
CampusCash is a hybrid PoS-PoW (staking-mining) coin intended for use primarily by university
students and apprentices; and therefore, mobile considerations are primary.
The CampusCash wallet will include ways to send and receive CampusCash like PayID. The
CampusCash wallet will include a contact list that can be added to using an address scan that can be
copied. This ensures error-free transmissions for micro-payments, CampusTIPs, and other financial
transactions. The wallet will have all the typical features of QT wallets, wallet backups, transaction
overviews and their file outputs as well as various user settings.
The mobile CampusCash wallet will function as part of the CampusCash multifunction app
described in the next section.

CampusCash Applications
The Multifunctional App
Along with the CampusCash currency itself, the CampusCash app is central to the CampusCash
Program. It is planned as a mobile app equipped with an easy-to-use cryptowallet capable of
cryptostaking, as well as a number of functions to enhance campus life.

The following is a list of the features the CampusCash Team aims to roll out toward the creation and
steady improvement of the CampusCash ecosystem.
1. Staking Wallet – Earn CampusCash with cryptostaking
2. The Campus Guru – Students share information
3. CampusTutor – An exchange for students seeking help
4. Record Storage – Financial records, certificates, records, transcripts and other official
documents are stored on the blockchain and accessed with the app
5. CampusPay – Whether it is a microtransaction or a tuition payment, the CampusCash wallet
makes it easy to transfer money to the university, retail stores, friends, parents and others
without high processing fees
6. Smart Contracts – Set requirements and conditions, such as locations where CampusCash
can be used. Smart Contracts are sidechains from the main chain.
7. Fiat Exchange – An on-demand exchange will provide fiat-crypto conversion as needed

8. Signet – Sign agreements with full transparency and without the need for third parties
9. CampusTIPs – of donations and CampusTIPs for specially created social projects and
programs, loans
10. Event Center – Promote events, such as fundraisers
11. Loan Center – Get loans
12. Leisure Sports – Create your own games, tournaments, incentive bets for everyone
13. Voting and Open Elections – Create non-manipulated open elections and votes for all
14. School and Retailer Loyalty Rewards – Schools and retailers can run promotional programs
and offer coupons, rewards and other incentives
15. The MarBar –Buy, sell and barter
16. Ambassador Support Center – Become a CampusCash Ambassador and promote the
CampusCash app to earn CampusCash in your own wallet
17. Pay for Campus Services

1.

Staking Wallet

The wallet automatically stakes coins in the wallet. The longer you hold CampusCash, the greater
the automatic rewards in your wallet. (described in coin specifications)

2.

The Campus Guru

Do you know where the best hangout is on campus, how to beat the crowds and score a stadium
ticket or which restaurants near campus have discounts for students? Be a Campus Guru for your
school and earn CampusCash by providing useful information for students, faculty and visitors.
The Campus Guru feature on the CampusCash app will allow users to create a Campus Guru page
that people can like. Users can send CampusTIPs as a thank you, and when a user rates the
information, the Campus Guru page is promoted, and the user receives a portion of the CampusTIP
back.
Students are thus incentivized to create useful information and to provide feedback, which is used
to upgrade or downgrade the information gurus.
Other examples of information resources that an information guru might provide include:
•

Key points for passing Economics

•

A glossary of literature terms for German

•

Great restaurants near campus

•

Upcoming sports events and where to buy tickets

What majors lead to
good degrees?

Is there Wi-Fi on
campus?

Who are the best
professors?

Textbooks are
expensive! Are there
other options?

Can I find housing?
What are the dorms
like?

Where can I meet
new people?

What kind of
scholarships and loans
are available for me?

Is there a bowling club?
How about ________?

3.

I need help! Does anyone
understand economics 101?

Where can I find a
part-time job?

Groceries are expensive!
Where can I find coupons?

The Campus Tutor

An important part of the CampusCash vision is to decentralize education. A determination of
subjects will be made to find those that are fairly common and standardized. Feedback is expected
from the ambassadors and students.
QuickTutor: Just need help with a vocabulary item or a single homework problem? Get help from a
quick tutor!
WebTutor: When you do not understand the course material and need assistance, use the
CampusCash app to find a tutor who can help you by video.
In-person: When you need to sit down with someone, look on the app for someone in your area
who can explain the material to you in person.
Coaching: The ability to offer and find tutoring services is not limited to academics but extends to
sports and other areas as well.

4.

Record Storage

Universities generate vast numbers of degrees, transcripts, grade reports and other documents to
track student progress and provide records that students need during their school career and after
graduation. For years after graduation, graduates may need their degrees or certificates years such
as when applying for a job application. To prevent fraud, these must be certified, a process that is
laborious for the learning institution and entails a time delay for the graduate.
Academic institutions can store official copies of transcripts, degrees and other records on the
CampusCash blockchain for verifiable download at any time. These documents can be stored
securely and made accessible with different levels of access as needed. Students and other users
can also utilize this amazing storage power to store important documents.
Another common documentary uses include:

5.

•

Testimonies

•

Archive copies

•

Diplomas/certificates

•

Standardized test results

•

Class participation

•

Shareholding and share lists

CampusPay

The multifunction app will include cryptowallet functions for the payment and receipt of
CampusCash. Payments can be sent and received in seconds without intervention by a third party
(such as a bank). Credit cards typically charge the merchant (retailer/university) 3% and PayPal has
various withdrawal and currency exchange fees. The CampusCash transaction fee is available from
0.01 CampusCash. CampusCash fees are used to drive the network and distribute it fairly.
A serious problem with conventional cryptocurrency wallets is the long, cumbersome addresses
required for transmitting cryptocurrency. The CampusCash wallet will include an address book and
an address scanning feature to facilitate accurate transmission. The wallet will also maintain a
transaction history of deposits and withdrawals, all of which can also be seen on the publicly
available CampusCash blockchain explorer. Unlike bank transfers, checks and other conventional
money transfer methods, the CampusCash blockchain quickly settles the transaction and provides
proof of transmission and an updated balance. The blockchain regulates these things without the
necessary consent of a centralized institution or bank.

6.

Smart Contracts

The ability to create and execute Smart Contracts will be an important feature of the multifunction
wallet. For example, a professor can upload the class curriculum and allow access only by students
scanning in a QR code provided in the classroom.
Another use is the to limit where CampusCash is used. For example, parents can send CampusCash
to their child on the condition that it be used only on textbooks or tuition. If the child attempts to
use the CampusCash at a location not approved by the parents, the transaction will be rejected.
Also, the parents can set a condition that funds for athletic clothing are released only after tuition
has been paid. Funds can also be directed for use only to a particular tutor or other retailer as
desired.

Yet other options include time restrictions, such as a limit of a certain amount per day, and a
scholastic accomplishment requirement, such that the funds are not released until the student
completes a certain class, for example. Smart Contracts is defined as a system where any user can
create their own blockchain from our blockchain. This will keep the system modular and will not be
completely dependent on our blockchain. This can be used for other universities, where they can
create their own blockchain and proceed to have courses off from there.

7.

Fiat Exchange

Although the CampusCash aims to create an economy ecosystem in which CampusCash is the
standard medium of exchange, even once that has been accomplished, there will be a need to
exchange between CampusCash and fiat. To accommodate that, CampusCash is working toward
listing on ODL (on-demand liquidity) exchanges which will enable immediate fiat-crypto exchange
on one ledger. Additionally, the adoption of CampusCash as a common currency eliminates
expensive currency exchange rates for international students.

8.

Signatures

Sign agreements with full transparency and without the need for third parties and expensive fees.
This feature is useful for signing contracts and legal agreements, such as for college athletes and
rental leases.

9.

CampusTIPs

Spread the love and send CampusTIPs to Information Gurus, friends and other CampusCash users.

10. Event Center
Students with an entrepreneurial spirit or just a great idea will benefit from this feature. If students
want to permanently register their own invention, this can be done safely and transparently on the
blockchain without notarial or institutional centralities.
Using the event planning feature, a student can create an event, such as a fundraising barbecue, a
live music event, a Greek row field day, or a bowl-a-thon. Put up an event page so people can find
you.

U of A Wheelchair Mountaineers

Musical Festival

Buy now

Where: Student Center
When: Saturday from 7–9
Cost: 10 CampusCash
Support the Wheelchair Mountaineers!
All proceeds to benefit wheelchair mountain climbing!
Share

Donations happily accepted: CC@WheelchairMs

Conceptual Fundraising Event Announcement

The multifunctional app will include a way to purchase tickets, as well as an optional event donation
address, making it possible for people to easily support your event with CampusCash. Because the
address is on the blockchain, donation receipts are transparent to everyone, there is no
complicated accounting, and collected funds are safe from careless loss and volunteer theft. Users
can also share the event with friends in their address book, spreading the word.

11. Loan Center
Two other valuable uses of CampusCash are microloans and microcredits for students in need. Such
CampusCash financial programs can be set up by the university or one of its departments, a student
or a student club, or the CampusCash community itself.

12. Leisure Sports and Clubs
On campus and off, there are countless communities that engage in games, fantasy sports,
tournaments, competitions, and other duo- and group-oriented pastimes. Add CampusCash prize
money to add to the excitement. Also, give people who show up a CampusTIP as an incentive to join
in.
U of M

Blockchain Club

Get 10 CCash
when you
RSVP

Where: Franklin Law #105
When: Tuesdays from 5–6
Cost: Free
Learn about cryptocurrencies and
hang out with the cryptocrowd
TIP bucket: CC@UMBlockchain

Conceptual Club Meeting Announcement

13. Voting and Open Elections
Whether it is the student body government, clubs, dormitories, or academic pursuits, democratic
elections are key to the way of campus life. The method of voting, including hours, submission, and
tallying, requires precise organization and implementation; but no matter how well carried out and
no matter how many observers attend the tally, conventional paper and electronic voting methods
lack public transparency. Leveraging the power of transparency of the blockchain, the CampusCash
app will make it possible to hold open, fair elections that are transparent. Once cast, the vote
cannot be manipulated as it is written to the blockchain and the vote is irreversible. Moreover,

anyone can create their own vote. The savings in time, personnel, and costs provided by the
CampusCash app will be enormous.

14. School and Retailer Rewards
Perhaps the most exciting aspect of CampusCash and its multifunctional app is the opportunities
created for schools and retails to provide rewards to students, professors, staff, and other
customers. Whether it’s a customer loyalty program (buy 10 espresso drinks and get one free), a
discount for using CampusCash instead of a credit card, or some other reward, the CampusCash
wallet is a great tool for retailers to attract customers and for customers to earn rewards for their
patronage.

15. The MarBar
The Marketplace and Bartering Center will be a great place to buy and sell things, whether using
CampusCash or fiat. It will also offer a section for bartering one thing for another.
When you put your used hair dryer, physics textbook, or blanket up for sale on the MarBar, the
CampusCash app identifies your campus and city, so others near you can easily find what you are
selling. Sell for CampusCash or fiat.
Many students today may prefer bartering and sharing over conventional purchasing. Examples of
the bartering movement include public bookcases (a small neighborhood collection of books),
freecycling/the gift economy and swapping. The MarBar bartering option may therefore be more
popular among students.
After a sale or barter is complete, both parties can receive CampusCash TIPs if they provide a rating
of the experience. This feedback mechanism guides others to participation.
The MarBar will also let students connect for activities such as carpooling and study groups.

16. Ambassador Center
Our specially designated university Ambassadors will be able to use this app feature to view their
Ambassador level, how many people they have introduced to CampusCash, how much CampusCash
they have earned through Ambassador activities and other important Ambassador data.

17. Campus Services
One of the first tasks that students must do on campus is, to receive your campus card which serves
as a campus identification. Depending on your student status and your selection, this can use also
for:
•
•
•
•

Access to your dorm and room (granted the institutional body supports CCash)
Carry your meal plan
You can pay for laundry and printing
Provide access to the rec center and sports events

Imagine this is being replaced by the CampusCash app and is accepted worldwide at service stations
on campus and at vending machines.
An idea that can simplify so many things.

Marketing
Through a website, social media, and designated Ambassadors, CampusCash will provide
information about CampusCash programs, blockchain technology, the mobile app and other
relevant topics of interest. This flow of information will enhance the understanding of
cryptocurrencies and build trust, welcoming the friends and family members of students into the
ecosystem.

CampusCash will also provide outreach to schools and businesses on and around the campus to
demonstrate the benefits of the ecosystem. As students grow accustomed to the ease of
CampusCash they will apply pressure for administrations and businesses to adopt. This chain
reaction will change the way students interact with each other and with the world in a positive,
cost-effective manner.
The CampusCash Ambassador Program, CampusTIP-sponsored events, and CampusTIP/coin
distribution will drive marketing. In addition, the incentives for Ambassadors and regular users will
encourage community growth. Retail and university administration partnerships will drive the next
level of marketing and real-world application.
For marketing purposes, new wallets will start with a small amount of coinage primarily for
CampusTIPs.
Users can earn coins through mining, staking, and masternodes. In addition, various incentives
offered by universities, event organizers, and retailers are expected.
Such rewards will be available only as long as premine coins remain.

Ambassador Program
The CampusCash Ambassador is a key component of the CampusCash program. They introduce
CampusCash and the world of crypto to fellow students and otherwise actively promote the coin.
Ambassadors must adhere to the CampusCash Code of Conduct and receive CampusCash rewards
for recruitment and events.

Ambassador activities:
•

Introduce students to the app and how to install/use it

•

Help students get oriented

•

Build a campus ecosystem by promoting CampusCash use at retailers on and near the
campus

•

Teach people about the various applications, such as voting, the marketplaces and
incentives

•

Organize informational events at the beginning of the school term

•

Encourage people to join the CampusCash community on the Discord server, Telegram and
social media

•

Work toward higher ambassador levels for higher CampusTIPs

Ambassadors will receive feedback and support from the CampusCash community on the Discord
server and through email. Additionally, the community will develop promotional materials to assist
the Ambassadors.

Example of Ambassador CampusTIP Reward Levels
Level

Reward

1

0.01 CC

2

0.1 CC

3

1 CC

4

10 CC

5

100 CC

6

1000 CC

The guidelines and strategies will be found in the Ambassador Guide and the Code of Conduct.

CampusCash Events
In conjunction with the Ambassador Program, the CampusCash Program will hold promotional
events to encourage the adoption of the CampusCash multifunction app and CampusCash.
Due to the desired broad distribution of CampusCash, it will make sense to hold online meetings.
Facetime or Discord Calls are a helpful tool for ambassadors and students. AMA events are
integrated into our channels at regular times.

The CampusCash Community
The CampusCash project is community run. The components of the community include a Discord
server (which may be joined using the URL https://discord.gg/5ca9sWb Twitter, Telegram,
Facebook accounts and other social media and a website https://www.campuscash.org

As appropriate, a company (perhaps non-profit) might be established to complement CampusCash.
Other associations are also possible as seen fit by the community.

CampusCoin Swaps
CampusCash wants to perform 2 swaps for CampusCoin holders.
The first crediting event will occur before the blockchain goes live.
The second swap will be for people with CampusCoin held on Cryptopia exchange and can be held
after Cryptopia releases coins to users. But we cannot influence the liquidation events of the
previous Cryptopia exchange!
In these 2 swaps, the CampusCoin quantity ratios are fairly adapted to the new CampusCash coin
specifications.
The CampusCash Project is not affiliated or connected in any way to CampusCoin.
Alternatively, crediting events may be held in which CampusCoin hodlers are credited with
CampusCash without consuming the CampusCoins.

Potential Risks
As stated above, the purchase of and investment in any cryptocurrency, including CampusCash, is
risky and may result in a total loss of funds. Cryptocurrency prices are volatile and the future use
applications are uncertain.
The CampusCash Project faces many risks, including, but not limited to, the following:

Competition
CampusCoin is an active project with the goal of bringing cryptocurrency to the campus.
Bitcoin, Litecoin and many other cryptocurrencies are already in existence and have a dedicated
user base.
CampusCash is a cryptocurrency with the objectives presented in this document. Some goals can
overlap.

Student Adoption Failure
The marketing program, including the Ambassador Program, notwithstanding, CampusCash may fail
to catch on. While university students are generally open to new technology, cryptocurrencies have
not yet reached the level of familiarity with fiat currencies. Before adopting CampusCash, students
must therefore be educated about cryptocurrency and its benefits. This lack of familiarity or other
factors may result in students not adopting CampusCash or a lack of interest in the CampusCash
multifunction app.

Ecosystem Failure
The establishment of a CampusCash ecosystem is a chicken-and-egg problem; that is, students
cannot use CampusCash unless their university and retailers accept CampusCash, and universities
and retailers are not interested in accepting CampusCash unless students are ready to use it. The
CampusCash Program aims to motivate institutional adoption by creating a student base equipped
with CampusCash through promotions and marketing. Nevertheless, institutions may be resistant to
adoption, resulting in a failure of the ecosystem to startup.

The Technology
More than a decade has passed since the bitcoin ledger was launched on January 3, 2009, and the
cryptospace has since exploded with blockchain ledgers—CoinMarketCap.com, a reliable resource
for cryptocurrencies, listed 2,558 cryptocoins and cryptotokens as of the second draft of this
document.
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Among the features of the blockchain ledger is the ability to conduct secure transactions (including
the transmission of cryptocurrency) while maintaining privacy and transparency. Another key
feature of the blockchain ledger is trusted decentralization, in that the incorporation of the internet
enables blockchain applications to bypass traditional centralized institutions, such as credit card
companies and banks.
In addition to the many cryptocoins created as a means of exchange (money), a wide range of
projects exist to place data on the blockchain, such data including books, videos, artwork, contracts,
insurance and more.
Since blockchain technology was developed, smartphones have spread throughout the world,
becoming a primary means not only for talking but also for computing and communicating on a
variety of social media platforms. Smartphones can now be the interface to the blockchain. As
university-age adults are avid consumers of technology, a cryptocoins is needed that is tailored for

university student needs, from currency to educational opportunities and a means to communicate
with friends.
CampusCash aspires to serve this demographic as outlined in this Lifepaper.

CampusCash is a blockchain cryptocurrency operating on a network formed by computers, phones
and other devices (a peer-to-peer network) to facilitate the exchange of information, education and
everyday life activities. It is intended for students, apprentices, universities and other higher-level
institutions of learning, and businesses in and around the campus.
Despite the spread of internet-based technology, students face a number of challenges during their
academic career, starting from before matriculation through graduation. Using distribution ledger
technology (the blockchain) and multifunctional applications, CampusCash aims to simplify the
financial, educational and life ecosystem built around campus life.
The CampusCash community is aware of the many uncertainties, expense for their universities, and
complications that arise when trying to implement a cryptocurrency. An easy-to-use mobile
application that provides ways to communicate and interface with the campus-based community is
a core part of the CampusCash vision. CampusCash targets the student and apprentice
demographic who tend to be younger adults accustomed to integrating technology in their life and
desire simple fintech solutions to meet their needs. Using smart contracts, CampusCash will
securely academic achievements as degrees and certificates, and make it possible to carry out tasks
such as voting.

With a trusting distributed ledger, CampusCash will provide a fast payment network that is
convenient and low-cost for schools and businesses.

Cryptography
Cryptography is an ancient technology whose purpose is to encode messages for secrecy. In
addition to this, modern cryptography aims to protect data assets and transmission channels.
Within this general aim, cryptography aims to ensure:
•
•
•
•

Confidentiality: only the intended recipient can read the encrypted data
Integrity: The encrypted must be complete and unchanged
Authenticity: The sender of the data should be clearly identifiable and verifiable (even if the
actual identity of the sender is not made)
Non-repudiation: The sender should not be able to deny having made the transmission

The Blockchain
The technology that runs bitcoin and all other digital currencies, a blockchain is a series of data
entries, each connected to the previous entry using cryptography. For this reason, a blockchain uses
signed ledgers as a method of confirming transactions A blockchain is copied by all nodes
(computers, mobile phones and other connected digital devices) and is therefore referred to as
distributed. Because each entry is cryptographically linked to the previous entry and because each
node carries the blockchain, changing an entry is difficult or impossible. If nodes disagree with each
other—indicating an issue in data integrity such as caused by a bad actor attempting to change the
blockchain security system—an algorithm determines how to resolve the disagreement.
In addition to being carried by each node, each ledger entry is generally made available online with
a tool known as a blockchain explorer. Block Explorer Info: https://www.campuscash.org
The entries on the blockchain are thus publicly visible even if some data is encrypted and stored on
many nodes and thus decentralized.
The process by which entries (transactions) are grouped into blocks, checked for validity, and
attached to the blockchain is known as a consensus algorithm. The consensus algorithm used by
bitcoin and many other cryptocurrencies is proof of work, but it is energy intensive. The first node
to successfully perform a calculation for attaching a block is rewarded with new currency. Because
of the energy requirement and competition to obtain this reward, there is no high incentive for
trying to maliciously change the blockchain.
A common alternative developed in part to reduce the amount of energy consumed is proof of
stake, in which the relative quantity of the cryptocurrency of each node determines how much new
cryptocurrency each node receives. Other less energy-intensive consensus algorithms include proof
of authority, proof of capacity, proof of burn, and proof of elapsed time.

Because the blockchain is secured with cryptography, publicly transparent, and decentralized over
the internet, transactions can be secure carried out by two parties without the need for a
(centralized) authority or middleman.

Peer-to-Peer Networks
A peer-to-peer (P2P) network is a network in which individual nodes (computers, smartphones,
etc.) communicate directly with each other. This is opposed to, for example, when you text (“chat”)
with support online. In that case, you and the support representative connect through a website,
which has a server. In a peer-to-peer network, each node communicates directly with each other.
In a network, a node is a connection point. This can either be a redistribution point or an end point
in data transfers. In general, a node has the ability to discover, process, and forward transmissions
for other network nodes. In more technical terms, each node (peer) functions as both a resource
consumer (client) and a resource supplier (server). Because of this dual role, all nodes are equal and
share equally in maintaining the network. Because there is no central server, the network is
distributed (decentralized), a different structure than traditional client-server models in which data
is distributed from a centralized source.
A P2P network is resilient against cyber-attacks because there is no central server that can be
attacked. A P2P network is also scalable as the more nodes (users), the stronger the network
becomes, as each node works modularly with the network. However, there are different ways to
attack a P2P network. We are therefore continuously working on the improvements.
The P2P architecture became popular in 1999 with the introduction of file-sharing systems where
users could exchange digital audio files without the need for a central server or host. Since then,
various P2P networks have emerged, popular examples including BitTorrent (file sharing), Tor
(anonymous communication software), and bitcoin (decentralized economic system).
P2P technology plays an important role in blockchains and cryptocurrency. When bitcoin was
developed, Satoshi Nakamoto defined it as a peer-to-peer electronic cash system. This means that
users can send and receive bitcoin throughout the world without having to rely on a central server
or middleman. In other words, bitcoin is a decentralized and distributed form of money that is
managed by a large network of computer nodes.

Consensus Algorithms
With a decentralized cryptocurrency network, rules are needed for determining data validity. If one
rogue node begins sending out data showing that it has more money than it actually has, the other
nodes must have a way to decide that rogue node is wrong.
The way that such a decision is made is with a consensus algorithm. In cryptocurrency, the bitcoin
P2P network uses a consensus algorithm known as proof of work. This has been criticized as

requiring undue amount of energy to carry out, and other consensus algorithms, such as proof of
stake, proof of authority, proof of space, and proof of elapsed time.

Proof of Work
When a proof-of-work system is used, some users decide to establish their node as a “miner,”
which performs proof of work. The miners compete to successfully solve a computational problem.
The first miner to solve the problem receives compensation in the form of new (“mined”)
cryptocurrency.
While mining is performed, various nodes transmit bitcoins and data to other nodes, and those
transactions are confirmed by nodes on the network. These transactions are grouped into a block,
or group, of transactions. When the computational problem is solved, the other nodes are able to
confirm the solution, and the block of transactions is attached to the blockchain.
The mining procedure involves producing a mathematical (hash) function that generates target
data. Various computational difficulties are incorporated such as to ensure a fairly rate of new
currency mining and new block attachment. The level of difficulty is gradually raised as computers
become more powerful. Also, as the mining process goes forward, the amount of compensation is
lowered. This typically occurs, for example, less than once a month, week or days.
Because of the computational difficulty in mining, nodes must expend a great deal of energy to
carry out mining, which is an environmental burden.

Proof of Stake
In proof of work, computational power is the primary determiner of which node successfully mines
a coin. In contrast, in proof of stake, the amount of coins a node has is the primary determiner of
the successful forger (the term “forging” is used in proof of state).
The reward is distributed among all nodes according to the amount of owns coins held. Thus, a
node with 100 coins might receive automatically 0.01 newly forged coins, whereas a node with
10,000 would receive 1 newly forged coin.
The reward distribution method can be modified in various ways, such as rewarding nodes for the
amount of time online (which boosts network security and speed). The term “cold staking” refers to
the distribution of rewards to wallets offline.

Masternodes
It is useful to have a small number of nodes that provide additional processing functions, security,
and stability. Such nodes are referred to as masternodes. Typically, a masternode runs constantly,
as opposed to a regular node, which is run only when the user decided to go online.

Typically, masternodes are limited in number. Masternode ownership is typically given as they are
available. A masternode owner must set aside a certain number of coins to maintain the
masternode. (This is an incentive for masternode owners to hodl the coin.)
Masternode owners typically receive higher rewards than staking nodes, and multiple masternode
levels are sometimes established, such that, for example, a Masternode Level 1 requires 250,000
coins to be set aside and earns X coins every month, while a Masternode Level 2 requires 1,000,000
coins to be set aside and earns XX coins every month. Making the level 2 tier more profitable
increases the desirability of that node.
One of the most important functions of a masternode is instant processing, whereby transactions
are allowed to execute extremely quickly without compromising the integrity of the coin or
network.
Note: While masternodes are typically used for proof-of-stake coins, they are used in proof-of-work
and other coins as well.

Smart Contracts
The CampusCash blockchain will accommodate smart contracts, a decentralized method of
ensuring conditions are met before execution of the transaction takes place.
A traditional contract or agreement that does not employ blockchain technology consists of a
written document signed by two or more parties. The document includes remedies for in case one
party does not fulfill the agreed-upon terms, and the document itself serves as proof in case of a
dispute. A classic such document is the lease agreement, which contains various conditions and
restrictions. After the lease agreement is signed, a typical arrangement is that:
•

The tenant transfers the rent money to the landlord; and

•

The landlord leases the home to the tenant

This may be seen as a conditional proposition, whereby the landlord leases the home if and only if
the tenant transfers the rent money. Such agreements or contracts can be automated, whether for
a simple rent transaction or a complex financial deal.
The best-known smart contract platform is Ethereum. On that platform, a smart contract is treated
as an autonomous account not accessible by individuals. The instructions to be executed are
performed automatically on the network. Because the smart contract is written by a human, care
must be taken to ensure accuracy as once the smart contract is on the blockchain, it cannot be
altered.
It should be kept in mind that a smart contract is a “contract” on the blockchain, and it is not yet a
legally binding agreement that can be upheld in a court of law. It should also be remembered that a

bug in the code may leave the smart contract vulnerable as happened in the case of the DAO, a
venture capital fund that was hacked due to a problem in the code. Thus, one should always be
aware of the maxim “the Code is Law,” meaning that it is the code that decides what happens.

Advantages of the Smart Contract
1. With a blockchain-based smart contract, no notary is necessary as in conventional contracts
because the transaction is placed on the blockchain and the smart contract is executed by
the network nodes.
2. The smart contract is executed automatically. No third party needs to be notified, and the
parties do not need to notify each other when a condition has been satisfied.
All participants are informed of status changes. The decentralized network means that all
nodes receive updates on the state of a smart contract

Smart Contract Applications
•

Government – Transparent voting simplified through the blockchain

•

Supply chains – The agreements in a supply chain can be automated

•

Real estate – By eliminating intermediaries, the payment and receipt of rent can be made
more efficient. Land can also be sold in smaller lots.

•

Healthcare – Health data can be stored on the blockchain, including insurance data

Specifications
Name
Ticker
Premine
SWAP
Supply (Hardcapped)
Consensus
Algorithm
Masternode Collateral (Tier 1)
Masternode Collateral (Tier 2)
Masternode Reward (Tier 1)
Masternode Reward (Tier 2)
Average Block Time
Max Block Time
Min Block Time
Block Halving Rate
Mining Block Reward
DevOps
POS

CampusCash
CCash
Blockheight Fork 200000000 CCash
CC Block 1500000
max Supply 4000000000
PoW <500000 blocks; POS MN from Swapdate/infin
BMW512 (WISH)
250K
1M
42
160
60 sec
90 sec
30 sec
500K blocks
83
10% of 285 Ccash total block reward
Start Staking 3%
After 30 days, 3,5%
After six months, 4%
After one year 5%
After 1,5 years 6%

Transaction Confirmations
RPC Port
P2P Port

5
18695
19427

CampusCash is intended to be a PoS green coin because of the concerns of the enormous amount
of electricity consumed by PoW. Initially, a hybrid system (PoS + PoW) will be employed to ensure
network security. When the staking network is adequately strong, the PoW component will be
phased out.

Mining
You can find our understandable CampusCash mining guide for operation on any computer and
GPU in our Discord Channel #mining https://discord.gg/fueXSF7
and on our website https://www.campuscash.org

Division of the Premine
Premined (coins set aside in reserve) coins are an important part of the CampusCash strategy for
success. They will provide incentives to users and Ambassadors, as well as the CampusTIP reserve.
The premine is 200,000,000 coins broken into the following components:
The Marketing Fund: 25,000,000
The Ambassador Fund: 75,000,000
The Exchange and Development Fund: 100,000,000
If a fund is exhausted, coins may be moved from another fund with community permission.

The Marketing Fund
This portion of the premine is for CampusTIP incentives in the multifunctional app, events, digital
media ads, social media posts, and random giveaways.

The Ambassador Fund
This portion of the premine is for recruiting new users and rewarding Ambassadors.

The Stock Exchange and Development Fund
This portion of the premine is for listing fees and expenses, developer work, and the necessary
technical equipment.

Exchanges
CampusCash will be listed on at least two cryptocurrency exchanges for convenience and
transparency.
When the time comes, we will also publish the information about our partner exchanges on our
homepage. The exchanges will be also announced on the Discord server #exchanges and social
media.

Roadmap Highlights
You can find our actual and living CampusCash Roadmap in our Discord Channel #roadmap
https://discord.gg/cQd6fa4
and on our website https://www.campuscash.org

Miscellaneous
Social Media and Web Links
Twitter: https://twitter.com/cash_campus?s=09
Website: https://www.campuscash.org
Discord: https://discord.gg/P6Uvyjn
Telegram: https://t.me/CampusCashCC
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/CampusCash.org
Block: https://www.campuscash.org
Block Explorer Info: https://www.campuscash.org
Developer links: https://github.com/SaltineChips/CampusCash
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